Requirements for Temp/Perm Power on Residential Permits

The following list was comprised by the Electrical Inspectors of Jefferson County to help the growing public to receive temp/perm power on residential properties that are properly permitted and inspected. We hope that this significant change reflects our willingness to aid our customer base in moving their projects along and minimize the dangers associated with past practices. To be considered for temp/perm power on residential only, we will require the following to be completed:

1. The residence **SHALL** have a completed roof that has passed inspection by the Building Inspector.
2. The residence **SHALL** have completed siding that has passed inspection by the Building Inspector.
3. All windows **SHALL** be installed and has passed the inspection of the Building Inspector.
4. All wall rough inspections **SHALL** be completed and passed (framing, electrical, plumbing, and gas).
5. All sheetrock **SHALL** be hung.
6. The residence **SHALL** be lockable. This means that all exterior doors **SHALL** be installed and have locks properly installed.
7. The electrical service **SHALL** be completed. This includes the emergency disconnect, the bonding bridge, grounding, panels, and subpanels. (And any other components that are required for the service to be completed that may not be mentioned in this list).
8. *The washing machine outlet **SHALL** be installed and have GFCI protection. This outlet will serve as the **120-volt temp/perm power source only.**
9. The dryer outlet **SHALL** be installed, and it will serve as the **250-volt temp/perm power source only.**
10. The permanent cover **SHALL** be installed on all panels and subpanels.

*The Electrical Inspector has the right to make an alternate 120-volt temp/perm outlet in another location other than the laundry room.